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PREFACE
Social networking sites have become an important part of everybody’s life, especially

the young people and students. The students of management institute need to acquire

knowledge, skills and attitude that will not only benefit them but also their future employing

organization. The teachers should used modern digital technologies and teaching methods

that may be helpful in developing these students.

The present work, “Problem and Prospect of Using Social Networking Sites by

Business School Students”, is the Ph.D. research carried out by the first author

Dr. Murtaza Mohiuddin Junaid Farooque under the guidance of the second author Dr.

Manik Kadam at Pune. The authors have been working in this project since 2011 till

2015. This work was finally accepted by University of Pune.

The research thesis was converted into book version, and with few modifications,

it was published by Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. By using different approaches

like review of literature, experiments, formal theories, surveys, etc., the authors has

proposed models to maximize the prospects of and minimizing the problems of these

sites. The administrative heads, academicians, researchers and consultants can take benefits

from this book.
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Introduction 1

1CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

1.1 AN OVERVIEW
Human is a social being and is compelled to live in society. Human being are not only social

by nature, they are also social by necessity. Most of human basic needs like food, shelter, adornment,
health, education, recreation, procreation etc. are fulfilled by the society. There are several living
creatures, which are also social but humans are different. What differentiates human from others
is ‘development’. Human society is improving and is becoming better day by day. The millions
of years have passed the animal society is same while human society has changed tremendously,
hence the development is still going.

The great writer Ibne Khuldum writes “man’s ability to think, which distinguishes human
beings from animals and which enables them to obtain their livelihood, to co-operate to this end
with their fellow men, and to study the master whom they worship, and the revelations that the
messengers transmitted from him. Thus, God caused all animals to obey man and to be in the grasp of
his power through his ability to think, God gave man superiority over many of his creatures”.

1.2 HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND KNOWLEDGE
Human acquires knowledge and get education from society. Hence, society is needed for

his own personal development. The knowledge can be used for development of society. The knowledge
is not only gathered and improved but also it is shared and transferred from generation to another.
Amongst several developments in the human society, of great importance is the human communication
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system. Although other creatures like animals also have ability to communicate, however humans
are different. Human have developed communication system which have grant them ability to
communication beyond time and space. Human communication system has overcome the barriers
of time as well the space.

Human are able to preserve their knowledge and communication with various methods such
as oral tradition, folk tales, folk songs, cave paintings, stone tablets, development of books and
printing industry, internet, modern storage device. Human developed symbols, alphabet leading
to the development of the skills of reading and writing, development of languages, creation of
literature, and books. For publication of books and newspapers printing press has been developed.
Later the storage devices came into existence for preservation of data.

The humans try to overcome the barrier of time by transformation of knowledge from one
generation to other. The special communication system was developed to transform the knowledge
between the two generations. Education is a process or type of communication where knowledge,
skills, values, habits can be transferred. Education system forced the development of schools,
colleges, Institution of teaching learning, development and research.

1.3 TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
Human society has made a great process in the field of communication with development

in science and technology. They used different technologies to convey their message over long
distance like smoke signals, drums, pigeons, hydraulic semaphores, optical telegraphs etc. Human
developed the system of telegraph, television, telephone, cellular technology, worldwide web,
internet etc. This made them overcome the problem of distance/space. Humans can communicate
with each other over a very long distance in no time. One of the important milestones in the
history of human communication system was invention of internet and World Wide Web, which
resulted in the development of information and communication technology.

On December 5, 1969 Internet started as a network of four-nodes among the University of
California, Los Angeles, the Stanford Research Institute, the University of Utah and the University
of California, Santa Barbara. This network in 1981 expanded to 213 nodes and became ARPANET.
In June 1973, Norway’s NORSAR project, the first non-US node was added to the network. In
1982, the Internet protocol suite (TCP/IP) was introduced as the standard networking protocol
on the ARPANET. In the early 1980s the NSF (National science foundation) funded the establishment
for national supercomputing centers at several universities in USA. In 1986, these supercomputing
centers were interconnected each other by the NSFNET (National Science Foundation Network
Project). NSFNET also created network access to the supercomputer sites in the United States
for education and research organizations. NSFNET worked on TCP/IP Protocol deployed on Arpanet.

Arpanet was managed by US Defense. It was decided then to decentralize Arpanet, making
it network of networks. As different networks were managed by different organization, there was
need of single operating standards or Protocol. TCP/IP was adapted as the standard Protocol. It
was during this time the term Internet was adopted. Internet is abbreviation of the term ‘internetworking’
and the two terms were used interchangeably. Internet was connection between Arpanet and NFSNET.
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Commercial Internet service providers (ISPs) began to emerge in the late 1980s The ARPANET
was decommissioned in 1990. Private connections to the Internet by commercial entities became
widespread quickly. By 1993, Internet become the global phenomena, reaching almost every part
of the world. The NSFNET was decommissioned in 1995, removing the last restrictions on the
use of the Internet to carry commercial traffic.

In the work of Tim Berners-Lee in the United Kingdom, on the World Wide Web, theorized
the fact that protocols link hypertext documents into a working system marking the beginning
the modern Internet. In 1989-1990, Tim Berner Lee and Robert Cailliau created World Wide Web.
It was interlinked hypertext documents that can be accessed via Internet. These Interlinked documents
were called web pages. A web page may contain text, images, videos and other multimedia objects.
The users can view the web pages and navigate between them using software called as web browser.

The WWW emerged in 1980 and 1990. The period 1989 to 2004 was known as web 1.0
era. At that time WWW was limited only to static read only pages, content delivery services, use
of server side scripting language etc. The majority of the user of internet and WWW were only
the consumers of the information.

Late 2004, saw the beginning of web 2.0. The role of internet users transformed from consumer
of information to the creator and transmitter of information. Web 2.0 describes World Wide Web
sites that emphasize user-generated content, usability, and interoperability.

The following are the characteristics of web:

 Folksonomy: (free classification of information, e.g., tagging): A folksonomy is a system
in which users apply public tags to online items, typically to aid them in re-finding those
item, It is combination of two term ‘folks’ and ‘taxonomy’. Folksonomy is also known
collaborative tagging, social classification, social indexing and social tagging. For example,
social bookmarking website del.icio.us, a website where users can tag any online resource
they find relevant with their own personal tags.

 Rich user experience: (dynamic content, responsive to user input). In Web 2.0 era, the
web based applications become as rich as desktop application. This become possible
due development of technologies like Ajax, Adobe Flex, etc. and use of client side scripting
languages. Example of rich user experience can be Google docs, Google Mail, Microsoft
silver light, webmail, YouTube etc.

 User participation: Information flow ways between site owner and site in web 2.0 the
user of Internet is not only the consumer of the information but he is also generator
and transmitter. With web 2.0 user generated contents become more popular. For example,
uploading a video on Youtube, contributing to Wikipedia etc.

 Long tail: It means services offered on demand basis, profit is realized through monthly
service subscription more than once purchase the good of over network. In web 2.0,
the niche products or services are not sold directly but offered as a service on demand
basis and income is generated as monthly fee and pay per consumption.

 Software as a service: Software as service is a software licensing and delivery model
where software is licensed on subscription basis. The software is centrally hosted and
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can be accessed by the user using thing client via web browser. Google docs and Microsoft
office 360 are example of software as service. SAAS allows web 2.0 site development
Application program interface (API) to automate usage like apps and Mashup.

 Mass Participation: Universal web access lead to differentiation from traditional internet
user base. In web 2.0 many people participating in web content development. Many people
contribute to Wikipedia or upload videos on Youtube.

On application front web 2.0 includes services like podcasting, blogging, tagging, curating
with RSS, social bookmarking, social networking, web content voting etc. Business and academia
are widely using web application like blogs, wikis and social media.

Web 3.0 is next generation of web to come in near future as predicted by technology experts.
This will feature Machine-facilitated understanding of information in order to provide a more
productive and intuitive user experience.

At the time when web browsers technology was enhancing simultaneously mobile/cellular
phones were moving from embedded system to programmable devices (smart phones). Many mobile
operating systems like Apple IOS, Nokia Symbian, windows, blackberry etc. developed. However,
the launch of android OS revolutionized the entire scenario. The merger of the two resulted into
exponential growth in the number social web users. Mobiles were moving from 1G to 2G, 2G to
3G and 3G to 4G.

Internet is general and social networking sites in particular is the best example how humans
have developed a communication system which has overcome the barrier of time and space. Both
the sender and receiver of the information can be at any place and any time. Information need
not to be textual, it can be in any graphical, audiovisual or any other form. The cost of communication
has also reduced drastically. The process of communication has also become simpler. Even an
ordinary person can convey a message to millions in no time and very less cost. This is a boon
as well as curse, as it misuse can be disastrous hence the problems and prospects of this tool
needed to be studied.

1.4 TERMINOLOGIES AND CONCEPTS

1.4.1 Social Network
The term social network is combination of two different terms such as (a) social and

(b) network. The word ‘social’ according to oxford dictionary means “An Activity in which people
meet each other for pleasure” and word ‘network’ means “A group of people who keep in contact
with each other to exchange information”. If we combine these two definitions we can say that
a social network is “An activity where a group of people keep contact with or meet each other
for pleasure or for exchange of information”.

According to Scott John R., the social network is a theoretical construct useful in the social
sciences to study relationships between individuals groups, organizations, or even entire societies.
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According to Wasserman, A social network is a social structure made up of a set of social actors
(such as individuals or organizations) and a set of the dyadic ties between these actors. A formal
theory of social network is discussed in chapter three.

1.4.2 Social Web
The social web is a set of social relations that link people through the World Wide Web.

The social web encompasses how websites and software are designed and developed in order to
support and foster social interaction. These online social interactions form the basis of much online
activity including online shopping education, gaming and social networking websites.

1.4.3 Social Media
Social Media is a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and

technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated
Content.

1.4.4 Social Networking Site (SNS)
A social networking site can be defined as web-based services that allow individuals to:
(a) Construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system.

(b) Articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection.
(c) View and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system.”

Christian Fuchs defines Integrated social networking sites (ISNS) as a web-based platforms
that integrate different media, information and communication technologies, that allow at least
the generation of profiles that display information that describes the users, the display of connections
(connection list), the establishment of connections between users that are displayed on their connection
lists, and the communication between users.

Online social networking sites allows the multimodal user generated contents to be shared.
Social networking sites are applications that enable users to connect by creating personal information
profiles, inviting friends and colleagues to have access to those profiles, and sending e-mails and
instant messages between each other. These personal profiles can include any type of information,
including photos, video, audio files, and blogs.

1.4.5 Friend
A connection in most of social networking sites is called as friend. There are three categories

of social networking friends:

1. Friends who are actually known: These are people that may be one’s friends or family
in real life, with whom one has regular interaction either on-line or off-line.

2. Organizational friends: These are companies and other organizations who maintain a
“friending” relationship as a contacts list.

3. Complete strangers: These are social networking “friends” with whom one has no relationship
at all.
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1.5 EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
During late 1990s, Social networking emerged in the form online communities on world

wide web like Theglobe.com, Geocites.com, Tripod.com etc. These website provided user with
facilities like interaction through chat rooms, sharing of personal information and opinions through
personal web-pages. These sites also provided the user with user friendly web publishing tools
and free or economical web space. Classmate.com one of such online community allowed its user
to connected with each other via email addresses, later user profile was adopted by the social
networking sites (online communities) as a fundamental attribute for linking the users. It allowed
the users to create a list of friends and search other users who have similar interests or concerns.
Several such sites or communities developed providing the users with similar features of finding
and managing friends.

Sixdegrees.com emerged in 1997, which was the first recognizable social networking sites.
These site allowed users to create the profile, compile and surf a list of friends. All of these features
were present in some or other form in previous sites, however Sixdegrees.com was first to combine
them all. User profiles were present in most of the dating and community sites. Friend list were
available in messaging services like America online (AOL) instant messenger, ICQ buddy etc.
but friends of one user were no visible to others. Classmates.com allowed its user to connect
with their college or high school.. It also allowed to surf and connect others who are also connected
with the same school or colleges.

During the period from 1997 to 2001 numerous such sites were developed allowing the users
to create personal, dating or profession profiles. The users were able to identify and connect with
their friends based on their profiles. AssianAvenue, Blackplanet, MiGente were few of examples
of these sites.

In 2002 Frienster appeared as full fledged social networking site and become popular on
Internet. Friendster was followed by LinkedIn, MySpace and Bebo. By 2005, MySpace become
most popular social networking site. In 2004, Facebook was launched, which late become worlds
largest social networking site. Today, it is estimated that there are now over 200 active sites using
a wide variety of social networking models.

Table 1.1(a): Evolution of SNS, Web & Mobile Generation (0G)

Year Internet (imp events) Web Social Mobile
Network Generation

1978 Minitel Introduced   0G
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Table 1.1(b): Evolution of SNS, Web & Mobile Generation (1G)

Year Internet Web Social Mobile Telecom
(imp. events) Network Generation (Imp. events)

1979 IAB (Internet Activities Board)    

1980 Ethernet standard Introduced    

1981 BITNET established, CSNET    

1982 TCP/IP Protocol Formalized, SMTP    

1983 DNS   * 

1984     

1985 First .com name registered    

1986 NSFNET    

1987 UUNET    

1988 OSI Reference Model    

1989 Broader Gateway Protocol, PSINET Web 1.0   

* First Consumer cellPhone by Motorala DynaTac.

Table 1.1(c): Evolution of SNS, Web & Mobile Generation (2G)

Year Internet Web Social Mobile Telecom
(imp. events) Network Generation (Imp. events)

1990 GOSIP, Archie search engine   

1991 WAIS, Gopher, WWW   

1992 NSFNET upgraded to 45 MBps,
Internet society established   

1993 Mosaic web browser  *

1994 VBNS Geocities,  

1995  Theglobe,
Tripod.com  

1996  Planetall  

1997  Sixdegree.com,  

* IBM Simon First Smart Phone.

1G
 (A

nolog celular netw
ork)

2G
 (D

igital C
ellular netw

ork)

Web
1.0
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Table 1.1(d): Evolution of SNS, Web & Mobile Generation (3G)

Year Internet Web Social Mobile Telecom
(imp. events) Network Generation (Imp. events)

1998 ICANN         

1999 Internet2 LiveJournal, Asian Avenue, Blackplanet  *

2000  MIGente, Makeoutclub,  

2001  Ryze, Cyworld  

2002  Fotolog, Skyblog, Friendster  **

2003  Linkedin, coughserfing, Tribe, open BC,
Xing, MySpace, LastFM, HI5, Orkut, Dogster  

2004    Multiply, asmallworld, catster, Dodgeball,
care 2, Hyves, Skype  

2005  Yahoo 360, cyworld, NING, Youtube, Xanga,
Bebo, Asian Avenue, Blackplanet, Facebook
(High school)  

2006  QQ, Windows Live space, Twiteer, Cyworld,
Mychurch, Facebook  

* Nokia’s First candy bar Phone Released.
** Blackberry Smart phone Released.

Table 1.1(e): Evolution of Mobile Generation (4G)

Year Internet Web Social Mobile Telecom
(imp. events) Network Generation (Imp. events)

1998

2007  Tumblr, Ustream *

2008   Whatsapp  

2009   Posterous Spaces,  

2010     

2011   Mobile SNS, Google+, Pinterest, Ping  

2012     

2013     

2014     

2015      

* Apple Iphone 1.0 (MultiTouch display with full fledge OS).

3G
 (M

obile B
roadband D

ata)

Web
1.0

Web
2.0

Web 2.0

4G
 (N

ative IP netw
orks)
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1.5.1 Growth of social networking site
The number of social networking sites is increasing day by day and numbers of users of

the popular sites is also growing. In 2007, social networking as a category has less than 500 million
users representing 58% of World online Population. In 2011 it had grown to 1.2 billion users
representing 82 per cent of World online Population. Since then, social networking is most popular
online activity worldwide. The users of age group 15 to 24 were most highly engaged group spending
an average of 8 hours per day on these sites. Older users group was also fastest growing segment.
Popularity of smart phones has resulted in the growth of mobile social network users.

In 2011, India’s online audience was 45.9 million and 94.8% of the online users visit social
networking sites. The average time spent on these sites was 3.4 hours. By 2013, India has become
3rd largest consumer of internet next to US and China reaching 73.9 million users. Social network
was still most number one online activity. 75% of the users of internet users where between the
age group of 15 to 35 years and 86% of Indian web user visit social networking sites.

According to the report of Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) about 74% of
all Active Internet users in Urban India use social media, highest proportion of social media usage
was observed among the demographic segments of “Young Men” and “College Going Students”,
with 84% & 82% penetration levels respectively.

1.6 CAPABILITIES AND FEATURES OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
A social networking website enables its users to overcome the barriers created by time, distance

and cultural differences. It allows them to interact each other by sharing opinions, insights, information,
interest, experiences etc. It allows it user to create a public or semi public profile. The profile
includes simple information like age, gender, location interest. It even allows the users to upload
pictures and other multimedia contents. The users can modify the look and feel of his profile.
Privacy policy allowing users to decide who can view their profile contact them and add them to
their list.

These sites allow users to post blog search for other users with similar interest, compile
and maintain a list of contacts. Users can create groups that share common interest or affiliations.
Streaming live and holding live discussions, internet mapping service to organize user participation
around geographic features and their attribute.

Some social networking sites allow real time broadcasting of as in twitter’s tweets, Facebook’s
live feed, clixtr live photo streaming, etc. While sites provide location based services like Foursquare,
Gowala, Yelp etc.

Mobile social networking is also becoming very popular with recent development in mobile
technology. In most mobile communities, mobile phone users can now create their own profiles,
make friends, participate in chat rooms, create chat rooms, hold private conversations, share photos
and videos, and share blogs by using their mobile phone. Some companies provide wireless services
that allow their customers to build their own mobile community and brand it. A mobile users
can have almost all the options that a computer user have.
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The technologies such as OpenID and OpenSocial allow interoperability between different
social networks. This also includes attempts to standardize the services to avoid the need to duplicate
entries of friends and interests like the FOAF standard and the Open Source Initiative. The four
properties that make differentiate social networking from other forms of communication such as:

1. Persistence: The communication exists for very long or infinite time.

2. Searchability: The discovery tools help people find like minds. While people cannot
currently acquire the geographical coordinates of any person in unmediated spaces.

3. Replicabilty: The expressions can be copied and broadcast from one place to another
verbatim such that there is no way to distinguish the “original” from the “copy.”

4. Invisible audience/anonymity: It is virtually impossible to ascertain all those who might
run across the expressions in networked publics. This is further complicated by the other
three properties, since our expression may be heard at a different time and place from
when and where it originated.

There are so many reasons why social networking sites have become very popular these
days. Few of them are mentioned below:

1. These sites will be the easiest place for us to look for people we know (The more popular
the website is, the better the chances are for us in finding them.)

2. It is mean of communicating with the people we know.

3. It can also be platform for meeting new friends. They can be from within our country,
or even from different parts of the globe.

4. These websites helps to interact with people from remote places. We can mail them,
chat with them, and even play games with them.

5. People can share their Multimodal resources (text, images, videos etc.)

These properties and features will be discussed formally in chapter Number 3.

1.7 TYPES OF SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
Social networking sites can be broadly classified as general purpose social networking sites

or special purpose social networking. The general purpose social networking sites is social networking
meant to be used by anybody for any purpose. For example, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter etc.

A special purpose social networking sites may mean a social networking sites created to be
used for special group of people or for a special purpose. For example, LinkedIn is for business
and professional. AsianAvenue for Asian American, blackplanet for black americans Academia.edu
for academician and researchers. Livemocha is a site for online language learning. ResearchGate is
a social networking site for scientists and researchers to share papers, ask and answer questions,
and find collaborators.

There are few social networking sites which are exclusive for teaching and learning for example,
NING.
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The main types of social networking services are those that contain category places (such
as former school year or classmates), means to connect with friends (usually with self-description
pages), and a recommendation system linked to trust. Popular methods now combine many of
these, Digizen, an organization which promotes safe activities on the web categories SNS into
following categories.

1.7.1 Profile-based Social Networks
Profile-based services are primarily organized around members’ profile pages. Users develop

their ‘web space’ in various ways. They often contribute to each other’s spaces – typically leaving
text, embedded content or links to external content. Sometimes they embed multimedia content
from other sites such. These social networks tend to give the user the ability to choose where
different content can be located on their social network pages. The services offered are very different
in their appearance. They undoubtedly influences which networks the different types of user sign
up to. For example, Bebo, Facebook, MySpace etc.

1.7.2 Content-based Social Networks
Although in content-based social networks services, the user’s profile remains an important

way of organizing connections. The profile however, play a secondary role, the primary role is
the posting of content. Photo-sharing site Flickr (www.flickr.com) is an example of this type of
service, one where groups and comments are based around pictures. Shelfari (www.shelfari.com)
is one of the current crop of book-focused sites, with the members ‘bookshelf’ being a focal point
of their profile and membership.

1.7.3 White-label Social Networks
These sites offer members the opportunity to create and join communities — this means

that users can create their own ‘mini-MySpace’s’, small scale, personalized Social Networking
Sites about whatever the creator wants them to be about. One interesting example is WetPaint
(www.wetpaint.com), which uses social wikis as its format to 41 enable social networking. Groups
of people can become members of a specific social wiki enabling them to join in with generating
content on their chosen subjects and to interact with those who share a similar interest.

1.7.4 Multi-User Virtual Environments
Gaming environments such as Runescape (www.runescape.com) and virtual world sites like

Second Life (www.secondlife.com) allow users to interact with each other’s avatars are a virtual
representation of the user.

1.7.5 Mobile Social Networks
Many Social Networking Sites are now offering mobile access to their services, allowing

members to interact with their personal networks via their mobile phones. Two examples are Facebook
(www.facebook.com) and Bebo (www.bebo.com).

1.7.6 Micro-blogging/Presence updates
Many services let users post status updates, i.e., short messages that can be updated to let

people know what mood you are in or what you are doing. These types of networks enable users
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to be in constant touch with what their network is thinking, doing and talking about. Twitter
(www.twitter.com) and Wayn (www.wayn.com) are examples.

1.7.7 Social Search
Sites like Wink (www.wink.com) and Spokeo (www.spokeo.com) generate results by searching

across the public profiles of multiple Social Networking Sites. This allows anyone to search by
name, interest, location and other information published publicly on profiles, allowing the creation
of web-based ‘dossiers’ on individuals.

1.7.8 Local Forums
Though often not included in social network definitions, place based for such as Eastserve

(www.eastserve.com), Onsnet (www.onsnetnuenen.nl), and Cybermoor (www.cybermoor.org) provide
a localised form of social networking, linking online with offline activity.

1.7.9 Thematic Websites
The building of networks around areas of common interest is one way in which people can

be brought together successfully. Sites like Netmums (www.netmums.com) also add in a local
dimension by putting mums in touch with others in their area, where they can share advice, information,
recommendations, information on schools and are able to network both at the local and national
levels. In addition, there are also sites for those with a disability such as www.deafgateway.info
which provides a place for deaf people to interact.

1.8 JUSTIFICATION OF THE SELECTION OF THE TOPIC

1.8.1 Significance of the Study
Social networking sites have become very popular amongst youths and students since their

evolution. The most of the users of these sites are youths, (digital citizens), the elders later adopted
these sites. These sites were not the fad or craze amongst students but it become the inseparable
part of their life. While parents feel that social networking has offered the young a unique pathway
to connect with a larger world, they warn that an overdose is bound to lead to problems.

According to the United Nations, India has a world largest young population. India recorded
largest growth in terms of social media user in 2013. Over the past few years, Internet social
networking has become very popular mean for young people to interact with one another. According
to online chronicles of higher education, social-networking sites, such as Facebook, MySpace,
and LinkedIn, are among the most visited sites on the Internet, just behind the major search Engines.

“Billions of bytes are being exchanged every day in addictive youthful frenzy. It is easy to
be a slave of technology and almost impossible to rule it wisely. Social networking websites have
become a key aspect of Web 2.0, i.e., the internet’s interactive phase. The sites have a simple
mission — network through existing and compound relations (i.e., ‘friends of friends’). The growth
of the most popular sites, MySpace and Facebook, demonstrates web users’ insist not only to
represent out their social networks meticulously, but also to converse publicly with these ‘friends’
about the intricacies of their respective daily lives.
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Social networking sites are popular online communication media among adolescents and
emerging adults. The college students respond in person and online regarding their online activities
and friends. Social networking sites were used by them to connect and reconnect with the family
and friends. There was overlap between participants online and offline network the overlap was
imperfect; the pattern suggested that emerging adults may use different online contexts to strengthen
different aspects of their offline connections. Information from this survey is relevant to concerns
about young people’s life online.

Online social networking has deeply penetrated university campuses, influencing multiple
aspects of student life. The impact of individual online social networking engagement (e.g., on
Facebook) from a pedagogical standpoint, based on social learning theory the results from a survey
accompanied by focus group discussions demonstrate the substantial impacts of university student
online social networking engagement on social learning processes and outcomes. Online social
networking not only directly influences university students learning outcomes, but also helps the
students attain social acceptance from others and adapt to university culture, both of which play
prominent roles in improving their learning outcomes.

Social networking sites offer opportunities for self-expression and friendship building, and
youth playtime in such environments helps build skills that will be a foundation for success in
the 21st century. Youth involvement in online social networking is affecting students and the
school environment. Students’ off-campus activities can have a damaging impact on the well-
being of students and the school climate.

Students are publishing their opinion on SNS like Facebook and Myspace, Internet allow
anyone to publish anything about anyone and reach a vast audience globally. There students are
using this to create false profiles of their faculties and colleagues, can put threatening messages,
indecent comments, etc, these can have dangerous impacts.

The social networking sites are most preferred destination of internet users. The number of
users is rapidly increasing. The number of social networking sites is also increasing. It is estimated
that there are 1.2 billion users of these sites and there are more than 200 social networking sites.
The growth of smart hand held devices had channeled its popularity. The youths and college going
students is the highest user of these sites.

The social network as media and as technology has introduced us many changes and impacts
which no longer can be ignored. This is an issue for concern for the authorities, business, educationist,
researcher and public in general. This media has several Positive and negatives impacts in our
lives. The significance and strength of these impacts need to be studied, especially on the Indian
youths.

Easy communication has been brought out by cheap devices, modular contents and shared
resources are having profound impact on the social structure. The individuals specially youths
are taking cues from these sources rather than corporations, media, religious and political bodies
etc. Hence, these sources (social network sites) and there impacts is need to be studied.

Social networking sites, their use and abuse is in news every alternate day. Its potentials
have been recognized by various institutions. Business is using this to promote their product,
Companies are using it in recruitment; some of the educationists are using it as tool for education.
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While some predators can lure this youths in dangerous, antisocial and criminal activities hence
to prevent the abuse and promote beneficial use these media must be studied and research.

It was observed that students create false profiles of their faculties and colleagues, put threatening
messages indecent comments. Social networking sites were designed to accommodate fairly personal
information, and can be very insecure if privacy setting is not done appropriately. Some location
based social networking sites like Foursquare, Dodgeball, google latitude can reveal about users
location, to others, this may give tips to burglars and other criminals.

The Social networking sites can be used by the students to connect to future classmates
and aluminis, seeking admission in universities, arranging pre-departure meets, discussing visa
procedures, finding out roommates and classmates etc. It can also be used to connect with seniors
and faculties. Some sites provides platform for users to share insight, discuss on forums, post
videos, comment on blogs, review and search course etc. For example Bharatstudent, e-gurucool.com,
pagalguy.com, NDTVTutor.in, icecubeindia.com, khanacademy.org, TED.com, Livemocha.com,
palabea net,italki.com, teachersofindia.org blackboard.com, classroom20.com, hotchalk.com. The
institutes are creating their presence in digital world through Facebook groups and pages, Orkut
comments, tweeter. Some institutes have their own social media services like discussion form,
events updates.

1.8.2 Social Networking Sites in News
Social media its use and abuse are news every day and in some. Some of the examples are

as follows:

Table 1.2: Problems of Social Networking Sites in News

45 cases of fake/duplicate accounts/profiles on various social networking
websites were reported to Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-
In)

The cyber cell of the Pune city police has decided to get tough with those
operating false accounts on social networking sites, Under the Information
Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008, opening fake accounts and posting
fake photographs is strictly prohibited.

Cybercriminals are using fake LinkedIn profiles to map out the networks
of business professionals to scrape contact information and later use these
to send spear-phishing emails, security solutions firm Symantec today said.

Delhi has seen a steady rise in complaints related to fake e-mail IDs, hacking
of websites, e-mail accounts, credit card frauds, Internet banking frauds,
abusive, defamatory or threatening e-mails and Nigerian 419 scam.

A black college student in Washington state said that she felt threatened
by racist and sexist messages targeting her on social media this week said
on Wednesday she believed campus officials had not made her safety a priority.

Firstpost.com

DNA:- 1st Aug. 2011-1

Indian Express, 8th Dec. 2015

India Today, 25th Dec. 2015

NDTV November 26, 2015 
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An Class 11 girl student was found hanging at her residence at Behala in
the Kolkatta city‘s southern outskirts. The girl‘s suicide note mentioned
her boyfriend, and how he caused her psychological distress by posting
indecent comments in social networking site. (They came to know each
other through this site).

The Cyber Crime Police Station, Goa, arrested a 22-year-old girl from Cuncolim
in south Goa in connection with the creation of eight fake profiles on the
social networking website, Facebook. She has been charged with using a
fake ID to post sexually derogatory message against women with their
photographs. 

Crime branch officials in Ahmedabad city nabbed a youth from Gandhidham
for uploading indecent photographs of a girl on a fake profile on popular
social networking site Facebook. The youth had also posted incorrect
information about her and used abusive language on the profile. 

According to ‘Internet Security Threat Report 2014’ by “Symantec” India’s
growing social media population has become a hotbed of cybercrime. India
ranked No. 2 globally in social media scams, just behind the United States.

According to survey conducted by Intel’s security arm McAfee in 2014 ,
Sharing email IDs, phone numbers and home addresses on social networks
and other websites poses a risk to the identity, but that does not seem to
deter a majority of Indian youths as 70% of them share such details freely.

In 2014, Tweeter account of bollywood actors Shahid Kapoor and Amitabh
Bachchan were hacked.

In 2008, accounts of Britney spears, Barrack Obama and 30 others were
hacked.

In 2007 love story of Koushambi Layek an engineer in TCS and Manish
Thakur A officer with Indian Navy, took shape on social networking site
ended in murder of Layek.

16 years old Adnan Patrawala (2007) was lured with a false female profile
on orkut for late night meeting, was kidnapped and strangled death in Mumbai.

Micheal Williams from Cornwall (England U.K)used social networking site
to abuse and groom hundreds of children and distribute their indecent images
on line.

Zee news 26th June 2014

The Hindu 26th Sept. 2014

DNA 19th Nov 2011

Firstpost.com

Times of India Nov. 10, 2014

IBN LIVE 28th Sept. 2015

CNN 6th Jan. 2009

Intelligent computing chipplus
supplement Dec. 2010Indian
Express, 16th May 2007

Intelligent computing chipplus
supplement Dec. 2010
Merinews.com 21 August 2007

Intelligent computing chipplus
supplement Dec. 2010 BBC 24
Sept. 2010
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Table 1.3: Prospects of Social Networking Sites in News

15-year-old Pakistani boy, who had moved to Bangladesh along with his
father and later sneaked into India alone, is all set to reunite with his mother
this Eid, after a CA student from the Bhopal traced the boy’s family via
social media.

A Facebook photo has helped a Californian woman to reunite with her son
after 15 years. The boy was forcefully separated from her by his father.

Hemalata Domale is elated, thanks to Facebook. For, her son Ankush, who,
in a fit of anger, left home 11 years ago, returned.

 Some companies are using Social networking site in recruitments as hiring
from social networking sites makes sense at various levels.

LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter provide them with a huge engagement rate
and cost effectiveness, and help them look beyond a candidate’s business
acumen to his or her personality and character

Realizing the power of social networking sites politicians are now using
this medium to interact with the youths.

The Modi government has encouraged all ministries to reach out to the
common man towards this end. The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)
has come up trumps in this regard and beaten all other ministries hollow
in having a sizable presence on digital platforms like Twitter, Facebook,
Google+ and YouTube.

Social networking sites provide a sense of self-esteem and self-boost. People
derive psychological benefits, when they receive ‘likes’ on status, comments
or uploaded pictures. Looking at pictures of an old vacation, people’s flattering
comments on them and musings of happy memories provide a sense of feel-
good that makes one visit and re-visit these sites.

Research conducted by Dr Larry Rosen of George Marsh Applied Cognition
Laboratory, California State University reveals that there are three kinds
of social networking activity: general (reading updates, commenting, clicking
on the ‘like’ button among others), impression management (checking in,
updating profile, posting status), and befriending. Excessive use, unrealistically
high number of ‘friends’, and obsession with impression management could
indicate signs of mania while healthy number of friends indicates the
unlikelihood of depression.

Aside from being a platform for interaction for Business Schools, including
the study of it in the school’s curriculum and providing the students a solid
grounding in the ways of digital media is likely to come handy for all future
managers, be it marketing or HR. Business schools in India need to recognize
this need at the earliest. IIM Calicut and ISB Hyderabad have already taken
a lead.

DNA, 25th Sept. 2015

ABP News 5th July, 5 2015

The Hindu, 4th August, 2014

The Economic Times

23th July, 2014

The Economic Times
21st March, 2014

Firstpost.com 27th Dec. 2014

DNA, 14th Apr. 2013

Business Line 22nd
November 2012

Business Line, 29th July 2014
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1.8.3 Rationale
According to a survey conducted by Alexa and Vizisenc there are more than 50 million

internet users in India. 7 out of top 20 sites Indian are visiting are in the arena of social media.
4 out of these 7 are social networking sites. Almost 70% of the people online are engaging on
social media. Most of the participants are youths. Hence this study becomes highly significant.
Accordingly, internet users in India, out which 84% visit social networking sites, Most of the
user are between age group of 15 to 24.

According to comscore 2013 Report, India is now the world’s third largest internet population.
Social Networks capture the largest percentage of consumers’ time in the region. Facebook continues
to be the number one social network with a 28% increase in traffic and a reach of 86%. LinkedIn
emerges as number two, while Pinterest and Tumblr are the fastest growing networks. The online
video audience in India grew an astounding 27 per cent in the past year, YouTube continues to
be the top video property with more than 55% share.

International publishers including Facebook, Yahoo and Dailymotion get a majority of the
54 million who watched videos. Local content is distributed mainly through the Youtube platform
dominated by Bollywood. 86% of Indian web users visit social networking site.

According to the Hindustan Times, MaRS Youth Survey, 2013, 46% youth in India log onto
social networking sites daily. In 2012, 35.1% of the respondents had said that they accessed the
internet at least once a day. Interestingly, this year’s survey shows that when it comes to accessing
social networks, there is not much gap between the percentage of users in metros and non-metros.
It’s Pune (59%) — not Delhi (52%) or Bangalore (55%) that tops the table in this segment. Even
Indore and Ranchi are at a healthy 48.6% and 40% respectively.

Similar survey was conducted by Tata Consultancy Services in for high school students for
14 Indian cities included Pune. The report revealed that 90% of user use social network sites

Figure 1.1: SM Usage Comparison of Delhi and Pune
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Facebook. The Pune youths wants to use social media to be a part of community, i.e., football
team, hobby club etc. Pune ranks forth is facebook usage (87%), next only to Chennai (88.8%),
lead by Delhi (91%), and Kolkata (92%).

1.9 STUDENTS OF MANAGEMENT INSTITUTES
Management education involves teaching students the fundamentals, theories, and processes

of managing a business. The managers learn and improve their skills not only to benefit themselves
but also their employing organizations.

In India Management education is offered by types of institutions as follows:

 Indian Institute of Management (IIMs) setup by government of India.
 University Departments of Management studies, distance, correspondence & part time

courses as well.
 Colleges & institutes affiliated to universities.

 Private or Govt. Institutes approved by All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE).
 Private Institutes or colleges not affiliated to any universities are not approved by AICTE.

 Private colleges or Institutes offering MBA courses in India in collaboration with foreign
universities where degree & diploma certificates are awarded by the foreign universities.

Pune is second largest city in the state of Maharashtra. The Life in Pune is unique blend
reflecting both urban and rural India. Pune has large number of Academic Institutions and large
number of students. Students from all most every corner of India and a considerable number of
foreign students came here to study. Pune was called as Oxford of east by Jawaharlal Nehru.
[Wikipedia]

The Largest number of Management Institutes in Maharashtra is in Pune. As one of the largest
cities in India, and as a result of its many colleges and universities, Pune is emerging as a prominent
location for IT and manufacturing. Pune has the eight largest metropolitan economies  and the
sixth highest per capita income in the country. [Wikipedia]

Many students of different part of India came to Pune to get their professional degrees. This
sample of students from Pune can be considered as ideal sample representing all demographics
of urban and rural India. The University of Pune offers various post graduate courses in management
like MBA, MCM, MCA, MMM, MPM, PGDBM, etc.

1.9.1 Modern Students Digital Natives
Marc Prensky called current age students as digital natives as this generation has grown up

with ubiquitous environment and the sheer volume of their interaction with it. Hence, they think
and process information fundamentally differently from their predecessors. The traditional education
system is not suitable for these students. The instructors/teacher realize these lately and started
shifted towards digital technology hence they are called digital migrants.
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During the experience of the researcher of teaching management students (MCA, MCM &
MBA students), it was realized that the most of these students were highly conversant with these
technologies. However, it was rarely used for the academic communication.

The experts are suggesting that management education need to be ready to meet the demands
of a fast-changing business environment and produce future managers who are equipped with all
the skills required to articulate the best possible strategies. The teaching methods should focus
preparing students to play a critical result oriented role in terms of changing an organization for
the better.

Management education needs a new pedagogical change and the management educators need
to be equipped with new technologies in order to meet the changing needs of digital natives.
There are various social networking sites with different technical capabilities the there is need
to find and explore most beneficial for students. There is a need for standard guidelines for optimum
utilization of social networking at institute or university level under secure environment.

1.10 NEED FOR MORE RESEARCH
Social networking sites are most common amongst youths and students. The colleges and

universities do not have standard guidelines for their usage. Each institute follows his own policy.
Some institute allow free usage of social networking sites while most of the institute does not
allow social media using through institute infrastructure. However students are surfing these sites
either at their residence, through mobile or portable devices. Some students even go to the bypassing
or breaking the security barrier like firewall etc. Not allowing usage of social networking altogether
is not solution.

The capabilities of social networking site are underutilized. There is a need for implementing
a standard social media usage policy at university, institute level and there need to educate the
student about careful usage of this powerful media. The student need to be encouraged to take
full benefit of these site at some time safeguard themselves against potential threats and dangers
of these site. Department of information technology, Ministry of communication and information
technology, Govt. of India, has released “Framework & Guidelines for Use of Social Media for
Government Organizations” in September 2011, which can serve as model for universities and
institutes.

The social networking sites have potential to be used for the benefit of the student community
specially the students of the management institute. It has potential to be used as tool for education,
employability and career growth. The Recruiters and HR Manager is some organization view the
social network profile of the candidate. There is a need to guide a student how to create profile
and what to post. The student needs to be guided to protect themselves from security threats.
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1.11 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
 To study existing scenario about the usage of Social networking sites amongst student

of Management Institutes.
 To find out the potential threats and dangers in social networking sites that can harm

the students career and suggest means to prevent it.
 To find out the prospects of these, i.e., to find out the beneficial capabilities of these

sites which are under-utilized.

 To find out how these sites can be utilized for the overall benefit of the students especially
the students of management institutes.

 To develop a model and a Policy which will can be utilized for overall growth and
development of students of Management Institutes.

1.12 ORGANIZATION OF THE PRESENT STUDY
The present study entitled “A Study of Problems and Prospects of Using Social Networking

Sites by the Students of Some Management Institutes in Pune Region” is organized into seven
chapter including the finding and conclusion.

The first chapter Introduction deals with introduction of topic, Rationale, scope, objective,
significance of study. The second chapter discusses review of Literature, which includes research
of academician and researchers around the world regarding use of social networking in education,
use of social networking for employments and a comparison of social network usage, policies of
world famous university. Third chapter discusses the formal theory of social network applied to
theory of learning, education and employment. The fourth chapter discuss about the research
methodologies applied in this research study. The fifth chapter is about the analysis of data and
interpretation. The sixth chapter explains the finding and conclusion, while the seventh chapter
chapter gives suggestion and recommendation.
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